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About us
AVENEW Indonesia is an organization in providing management consulting services
that form the basic building blocks required for implementing the Enterprise Project
Management.
At AVENEW Indonesia, we work closely with our valued customers to increase their
readiness level to implement Enterprise Project Management. This includes training,
methodology development, tools implementation, assessment, and other services.
We also provide coaching model to deliver real results for our training services and
project management consulting.

Our vision
To be a world-class leader in the
provision of Education and Consultancy
Services that helps companies to apply
modern management and increase their
quality and values

Leading to the
bright future
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Our mission
To be a leader in the provision of
Education and Consultancy Services in
Indonesia and the South-East Asia region.
To achieve this, our approach has been to
build a continuous relationship with
organizations
seeking
Management
support and provide them with
continuous capabilities improvement
through
continuous
education,
continuous
consultancy,
continuous
methodology
development,
and
continuous tools development and
upgrade.

How Are We Different
We believe that our success is best reflected through the success of our clients, our
trainers, our program and all those whom we are able to touch with our services.
Our beliefs and values define what we stand for and determine how we work and
collaborate with. The philosophy of our approach embraces of the following values
we stand on:

integrity
Our clients appreciate
the best result. Our team
always tries to do our
best each and every day.
We believe that personal
integrity is as important
as executive skill in
delivering services and
the
trustworthiness,
transparency,
fairness
and respect for others.

creativity

excellence

With a combination of
creativity and state-ofthe-art tools, thinking
and practices, we deliver
different strategy to
improve knowledge and
skills. We are not just
being simple, because
anybody can plan weird.
It is easy! What’s is hard
is to be simple. Our
services are designed to
be awesomely simple.

We
deliver
service
excellence
through
quality, passion and the
ability to add value
through
creative
innovation and excellent
performance.
Our team is project
management professional
that has more than 10
years experience as well
as project management
certified.

A professional consulting firm with knowledge & experience
in assisting organization to improve their practice of

PROJECT, PROGRAM & PORTFOLIO
MANAGEMENT

www.avenew.co.id
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Company over history
Our Journey Begins
2013

Our company that has established since 2013 by four passionate project
management professionals, is one of the well-respected training and
consulting firm in Indonesia. Based in Jakarta, Avenew provides excellence
services
in
project
management
including
consulting,
training, outsourcing and publishing that serves leading businesses,
governments, non governmental organizations, and not-for-profits.
We were the first training provider who ran PMI-Risk Management
Professional (RMP) certification training in Indonesia and helped many
professionals to pass their Project Management Professional (PMP), PMIRMP dan Certified Associate in Project Management (CAPM) on their first
attempt. Our experts had received many invitations to speak in International
Project Management conferences and events.

One Year Later
Avenew had a very brilliant start at the beginning of its journey. With a
combination of creativity and state-of-the-art tools, thinking and practices,
we delivered a comprehensive project management trainings in several
corporates.
Along with valuable trust from major corporates, Avenew aims to build a
continuous relationship with organizations seeking management support. In
order to provide Avenew’s clients with continuous capabilities improvement
through continuous education and consultancy, Avenew has been
collaborated with Project Management Institute Indonesia Chapter to
elaborate the latest methodology and tools development and upgrade in
project management.
We became one of project management training provider that endorsed by
PMI Indonesia Chapter and published several Project Management books
especially in Project Management certification preparation, such as: PMIRMP Exam Preparation & PMP/CAPM Exam Preparation.
The key values of services company are quality, passion and the ability to add
value through creative innovation and excellent performance. We provided
our valued customers a coaching model to deliver real results for our training
services.
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2014

Growing & Giving Back
2015

We started our first consultancy project and add value through creative
innovation and excellent performance. Our mission is to contribute in
producing certified project managers in Indonesia, then, we collaborated
with VMEdu with brands like PMStudy, SCRUMstudy, to deliver online
learning in Indonesia in order to help them access valuable knowledge.
Another milestone has been achieved by producing new references for
PMP candidates that will help them preparing the exam.
We are committed to making a positive difference to the world. We
address societal issues because it’s our responsibility, and because it
improves the condition of the societies in which we, our families, friends
and clients live and do business.

Inegrated Solution
As a creative project management services, we provide integrated
services in project, program & portfolio management to all clients which
came from various markets through projects spreads in all over Indonesia.
Our consultant team comprises of people from various scientific
backgrounds in order to be able to create solution with the highest
international standard, and innovativeness as the result of oriented
approaches.
Till this day, Avenew Indonesia has improved many organizations
performance by providing solutions through project, program & portfolio
management. We believe that our partnerships with our clients are built
based on the value of mutual trust and respects and our success is best
reflected through the success of our clients, our trainers, our program and
all those whom we are able to touch with our services.

2016 - NOW

For us, customer satisfaction DOES MATTER. With our sincerity and
integrity, we aim to always improve our values and services.

www.avenew.co.id
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Our great
services
We work closely with its valued customers to increase their readiness level to
implement Enterprise Project Management.
Our differentiation is in our focused business model and specialized Management Consultancy
service portfolio and after sales services that make us a unique, credible, unbiased service
provider.

We provide different services in the education and consultancy
consulting
We
are
providing
our
clients
with
proven solutions that are both effective and costefficient. We help the client to obtain information
and advice which leads to real and lasting
solution of an issue.
Our Consultants think,
analyze, brainstorm,
persuade and
challenge good
organizations to
become even better
by adopting new
ideas. Great
consultants are driven
by ideas and a strong
desire to have a
positive impact on
clients.

outsourcing
We provide the range of
outsourcing
you
would
expect from consulting firm
that aims to expand a
corporate value focusing on
project management
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We help companies achieve their dreams
by enabling them to meet short-term
goals effectively. Simultaneously, we also
help them to build the competencies and
capabilities fulfilling their long-term
company vision and foster their outcome
and promote growth.
Our advisory consulting services
are focused towards delivering
effective solutions in strategy,
problem solving and innovation.

Nothing in the
world is more
terrible than an
empty glass. Fill
it with KNOWLEDGE

& skills

Training & coaching
As the solution learning provider,
we know that there’s not a onesize-fits-all approach to crafting a
successful
learning
and
development strategy.
We have been building an awardwinning reputation for aligning
custom
project
management
learning solutions to client business
objectives, while ensuring costefficiency and broad user adoption.
Whether the approach is custom
content
development
for
interactive learning, instructor-led
training or a blended solution,
success requires a corporate
learning program that drives
measurable outcomes across the
entire learning lifecycle.

publishing
We realize that improved skills
need knowledge enhancement,
thus, we are publishing several
books related to project
management.
These series will help prepare the
candidates at their own pace to
pass the certification exams

An investment in knowledge always pays
the best interest
www.avenew.co.id
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Consulting
services
We provide a range of consulting
services fully designed to assist many
professionals,
organizations,
and
institutions in pursuing their utmost
development to be matured in the
areas of project management.

Project Management
Consultation

Project Management
Enhancement

Risk Management
consultation

We provide a range of
consulting services fully
designed to assist many
professionals,
organizations, & institutions
in pursuing their utmost
development to be
matured in the areas of
project management.

Avenew project
management enhancement
framework assesses the
maturity of our client’s
current-state project
management delivery
capabilities and identify the
processes, procedures and
improvements required to
fulfil the desired efficiency.

Avenew
provides
the
insights, capabilities, tools,
resources and knowledge
to deliver end-to-end risk
management
solutions
whose foremost objective
is to help companies gain
higher economic returns
and increase stakeholder
confidence.

Project Performance
Management

Feasibility Study

Project Management Office
Development

To ensure project success,
Avenew combines cutting
edge technical solutions
with proven and
experienced project
schedule and budget
controls professionals
offering a turnkey solution
to project management

You have a project, product
or service business idea
and want to know if it is
feasible. Avenew feasibility
study will provide you with
the discipline and insight to
reassure yourself that your
idea is worthwhile
pursuing.

With our unique
experiences, Avenew can
help you with the design
and deployment of a
project management info
that aligns with existing
values, strategy, culture,
and structure of your
entire company, business
unit, or program.
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Consulting
projects
We conduct assessments for project
managers and Directors that consist of
knowledge assessment, decision making,
practice performance and personal
attributes assessment and skill & task
assesment. Based on those assessment,
we create training based solution then
continued by mentoring & coaching
program

WE ARE
PASSIONATE AT
WHAT WE DO

Project Management Competency
Development

Project Management Consultancy
We provide project management
consultancy to align organization’s
activities with their strategic objectives.
With experienced resources, we
support and ensure projects are
created to surely support business and
well managed through our competent
and highly knowledge resources.

Who we serve
✪
✪
✪
✪
✪
✪

PT Indomegah Disain Cipta
PT Telkomsel Indonesia
PT Surveyor Indonesia
PT Sucofindo
Agung Podomoro Group
Ikatan Nasional Konsultan Indonesia

Project Management Office
Development
We provide solution to establish Project
Management Office, to leverage their
function through Standards, Policies and
Guidelines used as best practices in
industries
and
adjusted
with
organization’s behavior. PMO will be a
strategic unit to support, manage and
direct projects in organization to align
with business target.

www.avenew.co.id
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Training
services
SMALL GROUPS
TREATMENT
We conduct intensive and personal
treatment for each participants in small
groups that allow participants to fully
benefit from the instructors’ understanding
and expertise

SOLUTION FOCUSED
TRAINING
We address client’s specific challenges and
situation and help them construct
applicable solutions using combination of
collaborative technique, such as training,
motivating, coaching, and mentoring

TRAINING
IMPACT REPORT
We provide post training service such as
reminders and free individual motivating
and mentoring, including training result
report and individual progress report

Our course series

We address client’s specific challenges and find
applicable solutions using combination of
integrating technique, such as training,
motivating, coaching, & mentoring.
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✪
✪
✪
✪
✪
✪
✪
✪

Project Management
Program Management
Risk Management
CAPM/PMP Exam Simulation
PMI-RMP Exam Simulation
Project Management Software
Leadership in Project Management
Online Training & Exam Simulation

We are a creative
project management
services
Works across

Who We Serve

VARIOUS INDUSTRIES

Customers
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤

Abyor International
Agung Podomoro Group
Andalan Antar Nusa
ASDP Indonesia (Persero)
Astra Graphia
Astra Indonesia
Asuransi Parolamas
Badak NGL
Bank Mandiri, Tbk
Big Java
Bina Nusantara University
BP Indonesia
Chevron Pacific Indonesia
CDM Smith
Ecomindo
Equine Global
Freeport Indonesia
Gesellschaft für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)
Home Credit
IBM Indonesia
Indomegah Disaincipta
Internux
Kementrian Keuangan
Kustodian Sentral Efek Indonesia
Lintas Teknologi
Mastersystem Indonesia

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
TELECOMMUNICATION
GOVERNMENT

PROPERTY

MINING, OIL & GAS

MANUFACTURING

ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION
CONSULTING

¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤
¤

EDUCATION
LEGALL

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Matahari Dept. Store
Mitra Adi Perkasa, Tbk
Panin Dai-ichi Life
Patra Telekomunikasi Indonesia
Pertamina, Tbk
PGN Solution
Sarku Enjineering Utama
Shimizu Corporation
Sigma Metrosys Solution
SKK Migas
Supreme Energy
Telkom Indonesia
Telkom Metra
Telkomsel, Tbk
ThyssenKrupp
Total E & P Indonesie
Transportasi Gas Indonesia
Wika Gedung
XL Axiata
Yokogawa Indonesia
www.avenew.co.id
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We are a team of
Dedicated Professionals,
Ready to do whatever it
takes to make your
Business Grow.

The way

we work

Alin veronika

Wahyu cromer

Noerachman saleh

Bayu aditya f

mt, pmp, pmi-rmp
Founder/
Commissioner

St, pmp
Founder/
Director

Ir. PMP
Co-Founder/
President Director

MT, PMP
Co-Founder/
Director

A Profile of Our
Consultants

Seniority of Consultants
80%

Have industry certifications of
advance degrees

Average of 18 years
in the field of expertise

Our Consultant’s Skills
80% have Project Management Certification
90% have Project, program & portfolio Management Skills
100% have PM Training Skills
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Client
Says

It’s very effective approach of training style!
Easy to understand the topics and giving an
easy way to remember every point of topics.
Basuki Pamungkas – Independent Consultant

It is very valuable experience for me. All of
the trainers are very expert on deliver the
PMP training and they are also very
dedicated
Joko Alam,– PT. Mitra Adi Perkasa

Amazing Course. Open my mind as
project manager to run the project with true
processes and open my knowledge areas of
applied project management.
Prawiro Harjono – Bolt
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Your professional management solution
Head office
AXA Tower, 45th Floor Kuningan City
Jl. Prof. Dr. Satrio Kav. 18, Jakarta, 12940
T: +62 21 3005 3639 | F: +62 21 3005 3600

Learning camp
Gedung Tranka, Lantai 2
Jl. Raya Pasar Minggu Kav. 17, Jakarta Selatan, 12520
T: +62 21 7949 252

Website: www.avenew.co.id | Email: info@avenew.co.id

